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OUR VISION
 

-Saint Mary's College Sustainability Committee,
ca. 2012
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In fidelity to our educational mission and Catholic principles, Saint Mary's
College is committed to leadership in fostering environmental literacy,
modeling a culture of sustainability and creating an equitable future for all of
humankind in harmony with nature. 
 
The animating vision of a more sustainable college cannot be achieved without
considerable creativity, innovation, flexibility and energy. To achieve our
sustainability objectives, we must:

 

 
- Take full advantage of the College’s
substantial intellectual resources — our
own students, staff and faculty will
generate some of the best solutions; 

  
- Link our work to the Saint Mary’s mission,
recognizing that conducting our work and
ourselves sustainably is consistent with the
College’s aims and ideals; 

  
- Assign clear measures to institutional and
individual accountability, ensuring that the
progress toward our stated goals is
regularly and accurately assessed and
articulated to the community we aim to
serve.

 

- Engage our community at all levels.
Successful implementation of
sustainability objectives will require the
initiative to become a stated priority for
the Board of Trustees and senior
administrative leadership.
Simultaneously, we must work to ensure
the ethic of conservation permeates the
larger community;

  
 
- Conduct a transparent evaluation and
planning process that defines and weighs
tradeoffs and sacrifices in a deliberate
and conscientious fashion; 

   
 



CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS
 The 2017 year provided some exciting new developments. Saint

Mary’s College, in partnership with DC Solar, secured six 
mobile solar generators for our campus. At no cost to the
College, the solar generators will charge electric vehicles
and provide exterior lighting. The use of solar for these two
purposes will reduce our energy usage, provide better services
to our community and save utility and fuel costs.

     
From a facilities lens, we made several strides. First, our
team generated energy efficiencies through upgrades to our
lighting, building automation and natural gas systems.
Secondly, renovations across campus have been completed using
sustainable materials (ex. carpet, furniture, tiles). Third,
audits in our science labs and on our printing equipment has
provided detailed information on how to implement sustainable
strategies and realize cost-savings. 

 
We have continued to move 'beyond recycling' by installing
compost bins across campus and by encouraging a reuse culture
through the installation of a Donation Bin. Outreach events
such as the annual yard sale and student move-out have been
instrumental in enhancing that culture.

 
In the coming year, we anticipate adding software solutions
that will help us automate our irrigation and waste hauling
processes. These will generate significant cost-savings for the
College and streamline our staff hours towards other projects.
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Saint Mary's is one of the 375
most environmentally responsible
colleges according to the Princeton
Review. The inclusion in the 2017 "green
guide" is the first for Saint Mary's.

  



IN FOCUS: WASTE DIVERSION
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DESCRIPTION CATEGORY QUANTITY UNIT COST AMOUNT

Note: Landfill tonnage is a reported figure (having decreased from 655 to 439
tons in the time shown), whereas the recyclables/compost is an estimated figure.

 

TOTAL EXPENSES ($) 7,200
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How did we change so quickly?
 Diversion rates are a product of enhancing education on what goes in each bin,

but also providing the right infrastructure and signage within buildings and
on the grounds. With those in place, a culture can build.

 

   

A student educates her peers on correct
disposal at an outdoor event.

 

The display in the Oliver Hall cafeteria
provides visual guides and consistent
colors to educate students and visitors.

 

Solina Beringer - Recycling and Reuse
Coordinator - delivers new compost
bins to staff kitchens.

 



STUDENT IMPACT
 

THIS PAST YEAR, STUDENTS INITIATED
SEVERAL NEW PROJECTS. THE RESULTS ARE
ALREADY IMPRESSIVE.
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Top, left to right: Kayla Martignetti, Raymond Marrokal-Boffman, Alakoka Kailahi
 Middle: Hope Huber, Akila Cuddalore

 Bottom: Riley Smith (with Nox), Paul Kim, Kavya Maddali, Claire Huebler, Matthew James
 



In March 2017, five
students and two

staff were trained by
Al Gore's Climate

Reality Project. The
students and staff
have successfully
presented Gore's
climate slides

several times on- and
off-campus and

continue to organize
around climate change

efforts.
 

The Green Living
Learning Community

integrates academic,
service, professional

and co-curricular
activities for

students interested
in sustainability.
The first cohort

completed projects
 on the eco-impact of

a meat-based
diet utilizing

art/digital media.
 

LEGACY GARDEN
 

CLIMATE ADVOCACY
 

GREEN COMMUNITY
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The Food Recovery
Network bridges food

waste and food
insecurity by

delivering leftover
food from Oliver Hall
to local shelters. In

its first year,
students volunteered
over 100 hours to

donate ~1,700 meals
of food (2,000 lbs).

 

Green Space is a
student-led team that
educates, audits and

certifies staff
working spaces as
'green'. In their
first year, Green

Space worked with 8
offices (totaling over
200 staff) to improve

and certify their
office operations.

 

FREE STORE
 

FOOD RECOVERY
NETWORK

 
GREEN SPACE

 
The Free Store was

created as a space to
store unwanted,

reusable items. This
helps divert usable

waste from the
landfill while

providing students in
need access to

supplies. In its first
year, the Free store

had 400 student
visits and over 1,100

items taken.
 

The Legacy Garden
collaborated with 20

professors and
programs to utilize
the garden as an
education center
(generating 1,000
student hours). In
2017, the garden

installed an
automated drip

irrigation system,
enhanced compost

output and developed
a more pollinator-
friendly garden.

 



STUDENT ENGAGEMENT
 

600+
 

30
 

In total, 600+
students attended
sustainability
events, including
lectures, films and
student/residence
hall programs.

 

800+
 

Thirty programs on
sustainability were
held, twenty of which
were organized by
students. Topics
included DIY laundry
detergent, fast
fashion, energy policy
and environmental
justice, to name a few.

 

The success of our
sustainability
efforts (ex.
Legacy Garden,
move-out) are
dependent on our
great volunteers.

 

VOLUNTEER
 HOURS
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Working with sustainability
efforts on campus has proven
to me that students have both
the responsibility and the  

 power to instill change in
places of need. I am grateful
for a school that supports the
drive for social justice and
aids students in their desires
to instill new environmentally
friendly practices on and
off campus.

  
-Brianna Stuart, Psychology,
2019

 



STAFF AND FACULTY INVOLVEMENT
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In 2017, our sustainability
staff ambassador program
entered its 2nd year, where we
had 10 more staff complete the
program. Ambassadors act as
liaisons and educators for
their respective offices.
 
Several faculty partnered with
the Office of Sustainability
through Community Engagement
courses. In this collaboration,
students worked over 300 hours
in supporting projects (ex.
Free Store, Food Recovery
Network) as well as creating
new projects from scratch (ex.
Sustainability Visioning
Workshop, Divestment advocacy).
Additionally, students
collaborated with faculty to
complete inventories of
sustainability classes and
research.

 

Left to right: Thuy Phan, Nicole Kavlick, Cherie Grant, Susie
Miller-Reid, Riley Smith, Carmel Crane, Jennifer Herzog, Mary
Withers, Sally Jamison

 

I work with my
faculty colleagues to
support and strengthen
our college's
sustainability research
and teaching agenda. By
incorporating
sustainability into
our curricula, we are
living our mission as a
Lasallian institution
committed to the common
good.

  
-Manisha Anantharaman,
Professor in Justice,
Community & Leadership 

 



A YEAR IN
PHOTOS

 Our Saint Mary's
community not only
engages on campus,
but ventures out to
affect change
locally. Students and
staff have attended
conferences, marched
in rallies and built
community through
collaboration and
recreation!
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From top, clockwise: students and staff attend the People's Climate March; Claire
Huebler and Anna Gibbons hand out compost pails at the Yard Sale; students
dig a bioswale in the Legacy Garden; Green Space interns certifying 8 Green
Space Team Leaders; the Green Community on a nearby hike; Climate Reality
Leaders at conference hosted by Al Gore in Denver

 



Up the Ladder
 

As we conclude the 2017
calendar year, I pause to
reflect on where Saint Mary's
is in its journey to
sustainability. The past
several years have been
saturated in what I call
low-hanging fruit projects.
This is not a bad thing.
These projects help build a
culture of success and
visibility; they engage
students and staff in
action; and they provide
results rife in data,
stories or cost-savings.

  
These projects will and need
to continue due to their
success and their ability to
engage and develop our
community at the ground-
level.

  
However, I am happy to
report that our
sustainability efforts have
reached a more strategic
level. Sustainability is now
reflected in our Campus
Master Plan, our campus
Purchasing Policy and newly

  

Riley Smith
 

Director of Sustainability 
  

-  
 

Twitter  
Email

 

The secret of change is to focus all
your energy, not on fighting the old,
but building the new.   -Socrates 

 

@SMCsustain
 smcsustainability@stmarys-ca.edu

 

this past year, our
Transportation Demand
Management Plan. These
achievements are due to the
collaboration among multiple
offices and stakeholders,
which is a necessity for a
sustainable SMC. 

  
These plans and policies will
not only have a tremendous
impact on our environmental
footprint, but they are
consistent with our Lasallian
Mission. Large sustainability
challenges - like climate
change - are social justice
issues in a multitude of
ways. Hence, in 2018, we aim
to create a Climate Action
Plan that spells out emission
reduction strategies,
timelines and budgets for how
we'll move forward in years
to come. Its success is
dependent on a collective
effort and its resulting
impact will illustrate SMC's
leadership among its peers.
The fruit at the top of the
tree is visible. Let's grab a
ladder and get to work.
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THANK YOU TO OUR
SUSTAINABILITY

COMMITTEE AND STUDENT
INTERNS
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Jane Camarillo (Chair) 
Riley Smith (Sust. Dir.) 
Prof. Aaron Sachowitz
Prof. Alice Baldridge

Collin Pugh
 Gary Stewart
  Prof. Gemma Niermann  

Jacqueline Randazzo 
James Sciuto 
Jennifer Pigza 

Kayla Martignetti
 

Kelli Barram 
Lance Hourany 

Prof. Linda Herkenhoff 
Prof. Manisha Anantharaman 

Prof. Marie Pagliarni 
 Matt Carroll

  Prof. Michael Marchetti 
 Michael Viola

Roy Wensley 
Safa Toma

 

Aidan Munoz-Chirstian
Alakoka Kailahi

 Brianna Stuart
 Christa MacKinnon

 Kayla Martignetti
 Solina Beringer

 Taylor Bloch
 Yesenia Lopez-Ambriz

 Zoe Loos
 

Student Interns:
 

Achieving this level of engagement is due to the collaboration of many on-
campus partners whom we'd like to also recognize.

 

-ABLE Janitorial
 -Associated Students

 -Athletics
 -Business Office

 -CILSA
   

 

-College
Communications

 -Environmental and 
    Earth Sciences

 -Facilities Services
  

  -Justice, Community     
& Leadership   

-Project Management 
-Sodexo & Legacy Garden

 -Student Life  
 


